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Age Rating
4+
Apps in this category do not contain restricted content.

9+
Apps in this category may contain mild or occasional cartoon, fantasy or real-life violence, as well as occasional or mild adult, sexually suggestive or horrifying content and may not be suitable for children under 9 years of age.

12+
Apps in this category may contain occasional mild indecent language, frequent or intense cartoon or real-life violence, minor or occasional adult or sexually suggestive material, and simulated gambling, and may be for children under 12 years of age.

17+
You must be at least 17 years old to access this App.
Apps in this category may contain frequent and intense offensive language; Frequent and intense cartoon, fantasy or realistic violence: frequent and intense adult, scary and sexually suggestive subjects: as well as sexual content, nudity, tobacco, alcohol and drugs, may not be suitable for children under 17 years of age.
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About Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan
Online (optical character reorganization) OCR scanners facilitate the user to get the text from the image that holds any scan and read text. The ocr text scanner app scan documents to scan and read text indicates by its name that it is an online program scan to text converter free. The handwriting to text converter free online tool image to text converter all languages has been proven as the best program which allows users to take out the scan and read text from an image text scanner image to text scan to text converter free text scanner to word and translator ocr text scanner image to text-image scanner text
The scan documents to text free online picture to text copy program helps you to handwriting to text recognizer the optical characters and let them transform into the characters. This photo to text converter has text scan from image any kind of scan and read to text offline located on a photo and make it easy to text extract the text scanner from image.text scanner to word and translator Now you can scan handwriting to text converter free online image to text converter all languages program with no hassle of typing image to ocr converter.
the online picture to text, to ocr text scanner free has scan handwriting paper to text useful tool that photo the text.image scanner text The handwriting to text app is that its makes it possible to catch printed, typed or scan handwritten notes to text that locates on the image, it also enables users to download scan text to pdf and make it able to share mobile text scanner ocr image to text picture letter scanner picture to text converter picture to text scanner.
How does the process work of scan to text offline & photo to text converter?
picture letter scanner extract text from image this text grabber app will for you to grab the text from an image to text convertor & document scanner image to text after typed or handwritten form scanhandwriting to text app text scanner to word and translator image scanner text extract text from image picture to text scanner.
• The ocr converter pdf to word and photo to text converter also work as picture to text copy that first extracts the text scanner free from image, scan handwritten scan to text converter free the text for image to text scanner.
• text scanner from image,scan text from photo the OCR text recognition scan text and translate text existing on the picture or printed document scanner picture to text converter offline.
• The scan handwritten to text converter free scan documents to text is probably to recognize characters, ocr text scanner image to text the application scan text to speech the accurate data image to ocr converter pdf to word scan text from image picture letter scanner.
• the scan to text offline & handwriting-to-text application makes the entire online conversion process done within no time.scan text to word Text images handwriting to text recognizer, document scanner image to text and photoshop text ocr text recognition image to text converter offline scan text and translate.
• scan documents to text or photo that you want to recognize by using the OCR in order to transform it into a text scanner from image-image to text scanner picture text scanner extract text from image.
•Image to text scanner document scanner image to text convertor
photo to text scanner.scan text from image scan text to speech and photo to text scanner scan text to word.
•scan handwriting to text ocr text scanner app works best to text extracting the huge amount of scan text characters photo to text scanner. the OCR text scanner image to text converter offline scan text from photo.
Privacy Policy: 
https://www.cardscanner.co/privacy

Terms of Service:
https://www.cardscanner.co/terms
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What's New in the Latest Version 1.0.31
Last updated on Mar 7, 2024
Old Versions

- Now Convert Multiple images at ones
- Add more Tools
- Text to Speech
- Accurate OCR technology
- Improvements in user experience
- Performance and stability.
- Minor bug fixed
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Version History
1.0.31
Mar 7, 2024

- Now Convert Multiple images at ones
- Add more Tools
- Text to Speech
- Accurate OCR technology
- Improvements in user experience
- Performance and stability.
- Minor bug fixed
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Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan FAQ
How to download Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan if it’s not available in your country?





Click here to learn how to download Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan in restricted country or region.


What's the minimum requirements to run Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan?





Check the following list to see the minimum requirements of Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan.
iPhone
Requires iOS 12.0 or later.

iPad
Requires iPadOS 12.0 or later.

Mac
Requires macOS 12.0 or later.

iPod touch
Requires iOS 12.0 or later.





What language does Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan support?





Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan supports English, Afrikaans, Albanian, Amharic, Arabic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bengali, Bulgarian, Burmese, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Filipino, Finnish, French, Galician, Georgian, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Kyrgyz, Laotian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, Malayalam, Mongolian, Nepali, Norwegian Bokmål, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Simplified Chinese, Singhalese, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Traditional Chinese, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese, Zulu


Do I need to pay in Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan?





Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan contains in-app purchases. Please check the pricing plan as below:
Text Scanner Premium Yearly
Rp 649ribu

Text Scanner Premium Weekly
Rp 49ribu

Text Scanner Premium Monthly
Rp 159ribu







Text Scanner OCR App: OCR Scan Alternative
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